
Eileen McDargh is founder and CEO of the consulting firm, The Resiliency Group (a
division of McDargh Communications). Organizations like Cisco, Novartis, Oracle,
and Procter & Gamble hire her firm to teach them ways of building resilient
leadership teams and workplaces.
Since 1980, she has helped organizations and individuals transform the life of their
business and the business of their life through conversations that matter and
connections that count.
Her programs are content rich, interactive, provocative and playful-even
downright hilarious. She draws upon practical business know-how, life's
experiences and years of consulting to major national and international
organizations that have ranged from global pharmaceuticals to the US Armed
Forces, from health care associations to religious institutions. Global Gurus
International, a British-based provider of resources for leadership, communication
and sales training, also ranked Eileen in the World's Top 30 Communication
Professionals for several years following a global survey of 22,000 business
professionals.
Eileen is energy without hype. A Connector who joins head and heart to create
action. Instead of giving lectures Eileen teaches and tells stories. She speaks with
humility and humor in place of pride and pretense.
Along with her work as an organizational resiliency consultant, Eileen speaks and
writes about resiliency. As a platform speaker, she has given thousands of
keynotes for organizations and associations in dozens of fields, including
aerospace, education, finance, healthcare, hospitality, manufacturing,
pharmaceuticals, public agencies, real estate, retail, technology, utilities, and
women's leadership.
She is a member of the National Speakers A...

Testimonials

Eileen McDargh

I wanted to personally thank you for the speech you gave at the Pierre
Claeyssens Veteran’s Foundation’s 23rd Annual Military Ball. It was incredible to
have the opportunity to listen to the touching story about your mom. You gave a
wonderful presentation of her life as a WASP that was both inspiring and a
praising moment for all women who serve in the military. Thank you for your
dedication to sharing your cause and expanding your audience because your
message is important. I am extremely thankful to have had the opportunity to
hear you speak. Again, thank you for an incredible experience. 

- Colonel USAF.

Eileen McDargh came to our back to school faculty meeting and she is amazing.
For almost three-hours, she kept us focused and engaged on our desire to create
a cohesive vision for 2020. Not only is her content on being resilient in the face
of change readily usable, but her infectious, feel-good energy is stunning. She
brought the best out in the group as we discussed how to embrace change to
improve our School of Nursing relationships and adopt nursing curriculum
changes. There was a clear movement in building our team in positive way. All
attendees left with energy flowing and a commitment to truly “live” a resilient
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approach for ongoing improvement with commitment, passion and fun! Highly
recommend—your team will learn pearls of wisdom they won’t soon forget and
you’ll see them practicing those pearls immediately! 

- DrPH, RN California State University Fullerton.
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